PALFINGER TRAINING
RAILWAY, BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY,
CRAWLER CRANES & BUILDING MAINTAINANCE

FIRST HAND TRAINING
Knowledge counts. This also applies, when dealing with solutions from the product
areas railway, bridge technology, crawler cranes and container handling systems. The
more accurately you know the crane, working basket or software, the easier the installation is on the vehicle, the operation, the service and troubleshooting. This saves
time and money. This is the decisive added value for service and quality that customers recognize and appreciate.
The newly renovated Demo center (2017) for railway system solutions, offers the
course attendees a variety of equipment types and serves for the perfect basics
for a wide range of practical training directly at the device and within the relevant
system.
Starting with the simple traction line positioner PFD99 up to and including the highend railway machines, the PK9501 and PR220, the trainees have a variety of options
in terms of operation, fault finding & diagnosis and sensor settings. This covers the
basis of a wide spectrum of training from the operator to technician training.
Additional equipment such as outriggers, working baskets, grabs, winches, counterweights, mulches and cabins allow practical training with „hands on“ mentality and
can optimally simulate the machine combinations of the customer or operator.
With these simulations, characteristics and finer issues within the different operating
conditions can be explained and at the same time, as a user, you can learn and understand the system administration of the PALFINGER system control – Paltronic.

TRAINING PROGRAM
The modular training program informs beginners and experienced technicians specific technical expertise and problem
solving skills. Depending on the needs and know-how of the participants, the selection of a training program from our course
program, as well as individually designed training courses is available.

TRAINING MODULES
≥ Measuring technology and electronics on crane
≥ Railway Basics course
≥ Railway advanced

„If you want to convince and act
professionally, you should constantly control and expand your scope of
knowledge “

≥ Hydraulics advanced
≥ Railway remote systems
≥ CAN-BUS Paltronic 150
≥ Stability Paltronic 50 / 100 - theory
≥ Stability Paltronic 150 - theory
≥ Stability Paltronic 150 - practical
≥ Modular training of your choice
≥ Sales training
≥ Operator training

training.railway@palfinger.com
www.palfinger.com
Telephone: +43 6216 / 7660
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